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Adverse Events Following Immunization (AEFI)
Forecaster changes-Pnuemo-C-13
Mass Imms - Update Event Status
Client upload/School Lists
Documenting vaccines given in multiple sites

Panorama: Inventory – Physical Count
QRC 4.8 has been modified to include the recommendation by Manitoba Health that the Panorama Inventory Physical
Counts be done at least monthly. Some regions might have more frequent counts but it is requested that all holding
points do a once a month count to assure that the holding point inventory in Panorama is up to date. The need for the
reminder comes from the review of the stock which in some holding points still have flu vaccine from last year as well
as some vaccines that expired in 2015. Please return expired stock in Panorama following the steps in QRC 4.9.

Adverse Events Following Immunization (AEFI):
The AEFI functionality and the required training materials are still in progress. Information regarding the time frame
for implementation of AEFI will be communicated through the Peer Supporters and Trainers.

Forecaster Changes: Pnuemo-C-13
At present, if a client receives the first dose of Pneumo-C-13 under the age of 12 months and the next dose >= 24
months of age, a third dose is forecast. As only one dose is required after the age of 24 months, we will be adding an
end of series to schedule 1 if the second dose is given at >= 24 months. This will be done in the new year with the HB
changes. If this scenario presents in the meantime, ignore the forecast for the third dose.

Mass Imms - Update Event Status
A reminder that in order to change the event status to “Absent” “Deferral” or “Previously Immunized” before the
event occurs you must add the lot # to the mass imms event.

Client Upload - School Lists-2.5.7
With the new version of Panorama the old school information is retained and the new school is added. We have run
across 2 occasions when the correct school was chosen when uploading a class list but the wrong grade. On 2 other
occasions the right school was chosen then it was uploaded again with the wrong school. If this occurs the application
will not upload the same school again in the same school year. At the present time the only fix for this is to change the
students manually back to the correct school or correct grade. Please take your time when uploading school lists to
avoid this issue. We are looking into correcting this but do not have a technical solution at this time.

Client Upload - School Lists - Managing Data
Please note that RHA’s should not request the 6 digit Manitoba Health Registration Number directly from schools, as
schools do not need to collect this information for their purposes. However, requesting this information directly from the
parents on consent forms as a secondary unique identifier is not an issue.

It has been verified that we can advise the schools of the incorrect PHINs on the school lists and provide them with
the correct PHINs so they can revise their records as well. Making this correction at the source will result in fewer
duplicate clients being created with future client uploads. This is covered in the privacy legislation as the disclosure
would be:
g) for the purpose of
(i) delivering, evaluating or monitoring a program of the trustee that relates to the provision of health care or
payment for health care

Charting of multiple sites for vaccines
When recording an immunization that was administered in multiple sites, enter the immunization as one
immunization and type in the total dose (to assure proper auto decrement of stock), document the site as
“Other” and in the comments section, record the sites that were used and the specific dosage or volume
administered at each site. This will be added to points to remember in all QRC’s 2.2-2.5.

